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DRAMA ACT! VITIES IN THE CLASSROOM 
AS A WAY TO IMPROVE STUDENTS' 
ENGLISH COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS 
Bogdan PAVLIY* 
ABSTRACT 
English instructors in technical universities in Japan often have problems with students' 
indifference and apathy. Therefore we have to think over the ways to make our lectures more alive 
and to engage our students in learning process more intensely. The purpose of this essay is to 
discuss the possibility and the necessity to use drama activities for improving the technical 
university students' communicative skills. Drama is one of the ways to vitalize the audience and 
change the atmosphere in the classroom. It can become a catalyst for some students to start 
learning English with greater enthusiasm. I hope that this work can be helpful for those English 
instructors, who already use drama activities in their lectures, and shed new perspective for those 
who are still hesitating about the implementation of drama activities in the classroom. 
INTRODUCTION 
My first English students in Japan were 
high-school students, one of whom had just come 
back from a short home stay trip in the USA. And how 
surprised I was to hear that while being in America 
she realized for the first time in her life, that her 
English is a means to interact with other people, and 
even though she could not speak well, people did their 
best to understand her. She said, "English is so easy to 
learn, when you use it for communication." Generally, 
high-school and university students in Japan see 
English not as a communicative tool, but as a set of 
rules (with exceptions) that should be learned properly, 
in order to enter some good university or get a 
highly-paid job. The tendency to avoid the 
communicative aspect and teach English precisely the 
same way as mathematics, physics and other technical 
subjects (to have students learn and memorize some 
formulas) is quite strong among Japanese high-school 
teachers and university professors in Japan. 
Consequently, the students do not gain the confidence 
of using the language in and outside the class, even 
after years of studying English in school and 
university. Quite often their language abilities are 
limited to writing answers to the questions in their 
tests, putting the words in right order to make a 
sentence, choosing the correct word, phrase or answer 
to put into the blank on a test paper. 
I am convinced that even in technical  
universities one of the main purposes of the language 
teaching course must be to develop skills in 
communication. Unfortunately, they are often 
neglected and as the result, after graduation, only a 
few highly self-motivated individuals will be able to 
use English in real life. Others will avoid real 
communication (which involves emotions, ideas, 
appropriateness, adaptability and risk-taking) 
preferring to stay passive, just as they did during their 
English lectures. To help students put what they 
learned to use, we can try drama activities in our 
classes, as one of the powerful tools from our trove of 
teaching techniques. Of course, drama should be used 
in conjunction with other activities, and not dominate 
them. As F. Klippel points out (Klippel, 1985): "For 
learners who are studying English in a 
non-English-speaking setting it is very important to 
experience real communicative situations in which 
they learn to express their own views and attitudes, 
and in which they are taken seriously as people. 
Traditional textbook exercises - however necessary 
and useful they may be for pre-communicative 
grammar practice - do not as a rule forge a link 
between the learners and the foreign language in such 
a way that the learners identify with it." 
VALUES IN THE USE OF DRAMA 
Drama can enrich the classroom in three ways: 
first, as W. Rivers states (Rivers, 1983), it ". . .enables 
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learners to use what they are learning with pragmatic 
intent, something that is most difficult to learn through 
explanation"; second, through breaking the monotony 
of a conventional English class and transforming it 
into a world, where learners can use the language in 
operation, almost as competent users of English 
language; third, through the way it can motivate 
learners and fulfill their socio-affective requirements. 
Drama is a unique tool, as it simulates reality 
and develops self-expression. It can meet the learners' 
need to use the target language in "real-life" situations, 
even when the "real-life" situations are artificially 
made in the classroom. "A situation is a totality, and 
by extracting the verbal content to study it in isolation 
we risk losing or deforming the meaning. Drama can 
help us to restore this totality by reversing the learning 
process, that is by beginning with meaning and 
moving to language from there." (Maley & Duff, 
1978). However, before drama activities are 
implemented there are some practical considerations 
for the teacher. 
THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER 
"The atmosphere within a class or group can 
largely be determined by the teacher, who - quite 
often without being aware of it - sets the tone by 
choosing certain types of exercises and topics." 
(Klippel, 1985) 
The teacher must be convinced that drama can 
be an effective tool in language learning. It may seem 
that drama is absolutely irrelevant to science and 
therefore it is meaningless to engage technical 
university students in drama activities. But as James 
Hoetker (1969) says, "development through drama is 
a gradual, cumulative process, and it is very uncertain 
what may be the developmental timetable, especially 
if drama is only an occasional activity." With practice, 
English lecturers may discover that the use of drama 
techniques in the classroom can be vital part of their 
teaching repertoire. 
The teacher must be very clear and convinced 
in his purpose in introducing drama in the classroom 
(though, he may use it with intent to practice some 
grammar constructions or speech patterns, for 
example). He must believe in the value of acting and 
must explain to the students the value of the activity. 
Though the teacher is the one who creates the mood of 
the class, his main function should be that of initiator, 
controlling the situation but not domineering or  
directing it alone. Hoetker warns that "the teacher who 
too often imposes his authority, or who conceives of 
drama as a kind of inductive method for arriving at 
preordained correct answers, will certainly vitiate the 
developmental values of drama and possibly its 
educational values as well." (Hoetker, 1969) . The 
teacher's rapport with students is essential. The 
students should feel at ease and relaxed in the 
classroom. "Learners need to feel a sense of belonging 
and security, and also to invest something of his own 
personality and so to enjoy a certain 'self-esteem." 
(Stevick 1976). If you try to make students act the 
roles they can not comprehend, or press on them too 
much, then the activity they have been engaged in 
may suddenly become dull and boring. 
ANTICIPATED PROBLEMS: RESISTANCE OR 
INADEQUATE ATTITUDE OF THE STUDENTS, 
THEIR MOTIVATION 
From junior high school, students are used to 
being passive English learners and expect their 
English lectures to be teacher-centered. Some students 
already have fixed ideas as to what a university 
instructor should be. They expect a rigid, fixed 
procedure in his teaching. Some students may also 
view the use of drama techniques as having no 
meaningful relation to language learning in a technical 
university. While waiting for their turn to take part in 
the activity students may feel neglected or ignored 
(which is likely to happen if you have more than 30 
students in a class). Higher level students may even 
consider the whole activity trivial or childish. 
Each student has his own motivation to learn. 
"One student may be motivated to get through each 
language class with the least personal hassle, while 
acquiring the barest minimum of the language, 
compatible with not flunking out; another may be 
motivated to get high grades by supplying what the 
teacher or some testing agency seems to be seeking on 
tests; yet another may be motivated to learn a subset 
of skills or a distinctive vocabulary to achieve 
personal goals... ."(Rivers, 1997). 
The teacher has to be sensitive to shy and 
reticent students, not using force to get them to 
participate. He should avoid giving them overly 
difficult tasks, which they are unable to handle. He 
should make positive comments wherever possible not 
demanding too much. This would gradually build up 
the confidence of the students. But even if students 
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can do nothing but read their part of the dialog in front 
of their spectator classmates, it may give them a thrill, 
and, consequently, become a catalyst for them to learn 
English with greater enthusiasm. 
Concerning the students' motivation in drama 
activities, Maley and Duff (1978) say: "In a sense, 
motivation is not needed when working through 
drama, because the enjoyment comes from 
imaginative personal involvement, not from the sense 
of having successfully carried out someone else's 
instructions." 
"Motivation, strong or weak is always there. It 
is the task of a teacher to discover the springs of 
motivation in individual students and channel it in the 
direction of further language acquisition through 
course content, activities in and out of the classroom, 
and learner-generated or at least learner-maintained 
projects.... Frequently the intrinsic attraction of the 
subject matter and the interest aroused by classroom 
interaction will spark motivation to persist with 
language learning, and this will continue until a 
degree of language control satisfying to the learner 
has been attained." (Rivers, 1997) 
WORK WITH THE TEXT 
Students can use the conventions of drama as a 
means of exploring and discovering what lies beneath 
the surface of the text they engage in within the 
English classroom. The teacher sometimes may ask 
them to create "missing" scenes, which are suggested 
but not fleshed out in the original text. They can also 
improvise alternative scenes or endings and 
demonstrate to each other that there can be a variety of 
possibilities when it comes to the interpretation and 
representation of meanings (usually, different groups 
respond to the same task in different ways). Cecily 
O'Neill (1985) writes, "The dramatic world of 
educational drama is most valuable both educationally 
and aesthetically when its construction is shared and 
its meanings negotiated." 
While reading the dialogs aloud, students can 
improve their reading skills and their pronunciation at 
the same time. It is a good opportunity for them to 
have their pronunciation individually checked and 
corrected by the teacher. 
DRAMA ACTIVITIES 
Drama activities include role-play, script 
reading, simulation, improvisation, language games  
and acting. I would recommend using role-play and 
script reading as main drama activities for large 
classes (20 students and over). Improvisation, 
simulation and language games are less guided and 
allow more room for spontaneous response, but they 
usually can not be conducted in big classes because of 
lack of time and differences in students' knowledge of 
English (you have to try to engage everyone!), so they 
are recommended for more advanced students and for 
smaller groups. 
Let's then consider how we can engage students 
in drama activities in our real situation. For example, 
we have about 30 students in class, their English 
proficiency is at more or less of the same level and as 
a group they are quite passive or even unwilling to 
learn. For such a class to create a role-play or 
conversational drama activities it is better to use the 
material, which is of relevance to the lives, interests 
and future careers of the students. I usually use simple 
and short dialogs from the English conversation 
textbook for beginners or intermediate students. 
PROCEDURE 
l First of all we have to prepare the text 
(some short conversation or dialog), that is related to 
our current topic, with grammar structures that 
covered in previous or current lectures. The text may 
be from the materials students use in their English 
course. Students should have their own copy of the 
dialog. 
l The teacher has students listen to the dialog 
2-3 times and asks them questions, to ensure they can 
understand it properly. Sometimes, when the students 
unable to get the meaning of some phrases or 
grammar constructions, there might be a need to give 
them some examples with simpler words or words 
they have already become used to, and then to check 
again if they understood the meaning. As a rule, I 
explain the meaning in Japanese, although in some 
cases it might be better to use English for the 
explanation (for example with advanced students). 
l After finishing the explanation stage, we 
read aloud the conversationldialog. It takes time, but 
the teacher must ensure that at least most of the 
students are actually reading the dialog and not only 
look at their textbooks or printouts. Such preparation 
work generally takes about 10-15 minutes and after 
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that the teacher has the students reading in groups. 
l When students read in groups, the teacher 
has to be very attentive and careful, because at this 
stage he is going to make a quick evaluation and 
decide who will act "on the stage" (near the 
blackboard) before others. Sometimes you can get all 
students to act, but usually, because time is limited, 
you can only engage some students in performance 
(4-5 groups= 1/3 - half of a class). If, while reading 
his lines for the first time the student makes a mistake 
in pronunciation, the teacher should not neglect it, but 
stop the reading to make the student say the word or 
the expression correctly. But if the correct 
pronunciation seems to be too difficult, it would be 
wise not to press on the student until he gets it right, 
but to proceed with the next sentence. Where 
everybody makes the same mistake(s) in 
pronunciation, it can be useful to write the correct 
pronunciation in katakana on the class board 
(although in general I am strictly against using 
katakana for transcription). 
l When all the students have finished their 
reading in groups, the teacher can start the 
performance. The first group starts to perform in front 
of others (it's better to choose the group that appeared 
to be the best at the reading stage, if you don't want 
the performance to stall right from the start). The 
teacher has to act as a stage director, showing students 
their possible movements, helping them to use 
gestures and exclamations in their performance and 
creating at least 2 or 3 possible versions of what 
happens in the dialog they are going to act out. 
For example, one of the students plays the role 
of a doctor and another one plays a patient waiting for 
his turn to have a check-up. How will the doctor call 
his patient? He may open the door and say: "Come in, 
please" or he may ask a nurse to do it for him (in that 
case, the teacher needs someone to play the nurse, or 
he may do it himself), or the nurse calls the patient, he 
comes in, but the doctor seems to be so busy with his 
papers (or is he asleep!?) so that he ignores the 
patient's "Good morning," and the patient has to say 
something like "... Doctor..., excuse me..., doctor, 
have you called me?" 
Students must be given choices about how to 
act, but it is much better if you can entice the students 
to improvise for themselves. In that case they may  
really enjoy their acting. 
Preparation for acting "on stage" should not be 
too long; otherwise the teacher is at risk to lose 
control over other students or over the classroom 
situation in general. The teacher has to be very 
sensitive to the atmosphere in the classroom and to 
start the performance at just the right time, when the 
actors are already prepared (at least to a certain extent), 
while most of the students still think it interesting and 
are eager to become involved in it. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
At all stages of the role-play activity the teacher 
should not forget that along with the fulfillment of the 
socio-affective requirements of the students, the main 
aim of the activity is the implementation, the putting 
into practice the material (grammatical, lexical, etc.) 
they have to learn in lectures. 
Roy Batstone, one of the authors of modern 
theories on language learning, advocates 
proceduralisation as one the three stages in learning of 
a language. Proceduralisation is making language 
available to be used, that is ready to be activated from 
it's store in the mental lexicon on demand (Batstone 
1994), and to be able to do this a student needs 
practice in a "real-life" situation in a context where 
the language is likely to be used. By using drama, we 
are expanding the students' fields of language use, 
providing more opportunity to look at the real features 
of conversation, doing the conversation in situation 
close to real and therefore facilitating 
proceduralisation. During a lecture, which is about 
ninety minutes long, to engage all 30-40 students of a 
class in real-life simulation is, in most cases, 
physically impossible, but at least we can prevent 
many of the students from being idle, disinterested 
and inattentive. Every student expects, until the last 
minute of the lesson, that he might be called on to act 
before his classmates. 
CONCLUSION 
Observing the students engaged in role-play and 
other drama activities, I came to the following 
conclusions: 
l The level of difficulty is a key factor for the 
activity. If the students can not understand the material 
they are supposed to learn and act, any activity and any 
work with the material will be boring for them. So it is 
better to begin with easier conversations and then 
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gradually give them more and more difficult texts and 
dialogs. 
l The success of the activity is often 
determined by the relevance of the task to the students. 
It is very important for them to know that the situation 
they act out in the lesson can really happen and they 
may use the phrases and keywords they learned in real 
life. I would recommend explaining to the students 
when and how they may get into such situation, before 
you start the activity. For example, teacher may say: 
"This conversation was in the hotel lobby, after two 
colleagues had attended the same presentation. Now, 
guys, imagine you are somewhere overseas. The 
presentation had just finished. You came back to your 
hotel, and there you unexpectedly met your colleague. 
So, you have to say something..." 
S It might be better to begin the lecture as 
usual (e.g. reading and translated the selected text(s), 
giving grammar explanations, checking students' 
homework, etc.) and then smoothly change it to drama 
activities, rather than to push students into acting right 
from the beginning of the lecture. It is good to have 
warm-up activities, too. 
S Some students (though it happens very 
rarely) might feel too excited with the drama activities. 
They enjoy showing off, being a "hero", acting "on 
stage" before others. Sometimes they behave like 
clowns to entertain their fellow students. To prevent 
the performances of that kind, teacher should be very 
attentive and sensitive during drama activities and be 
able to change it into the activities of another type, if 
necessary. We want our students to be active, but we 
definitely do not want them to make a one-person 
show out of our lectures. 
S Some students can not act, speak or perform 
before others even in Japanese. We have to be 
prepared for them and try to engage them in alternate 
activities. For example, they may become the 
members of a jury, whose task is to decide who of 
their fellow students made better performance. As a 
rule we should not press too much on students. Avoid 
confrontation! 
l Talking in front of others might be a 
frightening prospect for some people, and it is truly a 
talent. But if we want to improve our students' English 
so that they feel more confident, we should get them 
acting and reading out loud in lectures by any possible 
means. The more the better. 
To my surprise, I found out that sometimes 
Japanese students are even afraid of being understood, 
when they speak English. I've heard one of my 
students say: "I will never speak English to 
foreigners... .What shall I do if they answer me, or ask 
me something in response?" So usually they think it's 
safe to give up, choose the easier way and say: "Sorry, 
I can't speak English." They avoid talking and do not 
even try to start the conversation. We have to change 
this. Even though it's scary and their fellow students 
might laugh at them occasionally, the more they talk 
out loud the better they will get. 
By the means of drama we give our students the 
opportunity to practice in a much freer and effective 
way the expressions they learned in lectures. And, I 
hope, it can help them to get rid of that "very 
Japanese" fear to speak English and still be 
themselves before other people. 
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